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ABSTRACT 20	

Plant pathogenic fungi secrete a wide variety of small proteins, named 21	

effectors. Magnaporthe AVRs and ToxB-like (MAX) effectors constitute a superfamily 22	

of secreted proteins widely distributed in Pyricularia (syn. Magnaporthe) oryzae, a 23	

devastating fungus responsible for blast disease in cereals such as rice. In spite of 24	

high evolutionary sequence divergence, MAX effectors share a common fold 25	

characterized by a ß-sandwich core often stabilized by a conserved disulfide bond. 26	

In this study, we investigated the structural landscape and diversity within this 27	

effector family based on a previous phylogenetic analysis of P. oryzae protein 28	

sequences that identified 94 ortholog groups (OG) of putative MAX effectors. 29	

Combining protein structure modeling approaches and experimental structure 30	

determination, we validated the prediction of the conserved MAX core domain for 77 31	

OG clusters. Four novel MAX effector structures determined by NMR were in 32	

remarkably good agreement with AlphaFold2 (AF) predictions. Based on the 33	

comparison of the AF-generated 3D models we propose an updated classification of 34	

the MAX effectors superfamily in 20 structural groups that highlight variation 35	

observed in the canonical MAX fold, disulfide bond patterns and decorating 36	

secondary structures in N- and C-terminal extensions. About one-third of the MAX 37	

family members remain single, showing no obvious structural relationship with other 38	

MAX effectors. Analysis of the surface properties of the AF MAX models also 39	

highlights the very high variability remaining within the MAX family when examined at 40	

the structural level, probably reflecting the wide diversity of their virulence functions 41	

and host targets. 42	

  43	
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Author summary 44	

MAX effectors are a family of virulence proteins from the plant pathogenic 45	

fungus Pyricularia (syn. Magnaporthe) oryzae that share a similar 3D structure 46	

despite very low amino-acid sequence identity. Characterizing the function and 47	

evolution of these proteins requires a detailed understanding of their structural 48	

diversity. We used a combination of experimental structure determination and 49	

structural modeling to characterize in detail the MAX effector repertoire of P. oryzae. 50	

A prediction pipeline based on similarity searches and structural modeling using the 51	

AlphaFold2 (AF) software were used to predict MAX effectors in a collection of 120 52	

P. oryzae genomes. We then compared AF models with experimentally validated 53	

NMR structures. The resulting models and experimental structures revealed that the 54	

preserved MAX core coexists with extensive structural variability in terms of 55	

structured N- or C-terminal extensions. For each of the AF models, we also analyzed 56	

the surfaces of the canonical fold that may be involved in protein-protein interactions. 57	

This work constitutes a major step in mapping the functional network of MAX 58	

effectors through their structure by identifying possible recognition sites that may help 59	

focusing studies of their putative targets in infected plant hosts. 60	

  61	
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Introduction 62	

Fungal plant pathogens secrete small proteins, called effectors, which promote 63	

disease by targeting cellular processes in the host plant. These fungal effectors are 64	

usually identified based on their secretion signal and other features such as cysteine 65	

enrichment [1,2]. There are hundreds of predicted effectors in the genomes of plant 66	

pathogenic fungi and very few of them show sequence similarities and/or homology 67	

to known proteins or protein domains. Some effectors are of particular interest since 68	

they constitute avirulence (AVR) factors that can be detected by plant immune 69	

systems and render crops resistant to severe diseases.  Because fungal effectors 70	

usually show no amino-acid sequence homology to known proteins or protein 71	

domains, their biological function cannot be inferred from systematic in silico analysis 72	

(such as domain searches) but has so far been elucidated on a case-by-case basis. 73	

As a huge and growing number of putative effectors is being discovered, deciphering 74	

the functions and adaptive evolution of fungal effectors thus requires robust 75	

predictive tools for analyzing protein sequences and identifying candidates on which 76	

prioritize functional and structural studies.  77	

Recently, a combination of primary sequence pattern searches and structural 78	

modeling resulted in a major breakthrough in the study of effector biology by 79	

revealing that fungal effector repertoires are actually dominated by a limited number 80	

of families sharing common structures despite extensive sequence variability [3–5]. 81	

One such family is the superfamily of MAX (Magnaporthe AVRs and ToxB-like) 82	

effectors we identified in Pyricularia oryzae (synonym: Magnaporthe oryzae), the 83	

fungus causing blast disease in rice, wheat, and other cereals or grasses. This 84	

pathogenic fungus is both a major threat to global food security and a prime 85	
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experimental model in plant pathology because of its ability to rapidly evolve to 86	

escape recognition of the plant immune system. By solving the solution structure of 87	

two P. oryzae effectors, AVR1-CO39 and AVR-Pia, we discovered strong structural 88	

similarities between these sequence-unrelated effectors as well as with the ToxB 89	

effector from the wheat infecting fungus Pyrenophora tritici-repentis [6]. This latter 90	

showing sequence homology with a putative effector from M. oryzae, we solved the 91	

crystal structure of this MoToxB protein (supplementary materials and methods) and 92	

confirmed its structural similarity with ToxB as well as with the other structurally 93	

determined P. oryzae MAX effectors that together with MoToxB share less than 13% 94	

sequence identity (S1 Fig). Like other MAX effectors, MoToxB is structured as a 6-95	

stranded ß-sandwich (ß1 to ß6) of two triple-stranded ß-sheets with a ß6ß1ß2-96	

ß3ß4ß5 topology. The highly conserved disulfide bond forms a bridge between ß1 97	

and the loop connecting ß4 and ß5 while a second disulfide bond connects ß2 and 98	

ß6 (Fig 1). 99	
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 100	

Fig 1. Structure of the M. oryzae ToxB (MoToxB) MAX effector  101	
Primary and secondary structure of MoToxB showing the triple-stranded beta-sandwich 102	
forming the conserved MAX core with the two beta-sheets labeled by A and B, strands 103	
indicated by arrows and two disulfide bonds in yellow dotted lines. Disulfide bond “1” is 104	
almost strictly conserved in MAX effectors. (B) Cartoon representation of MoToxB crystal 105	
structure (PDB 6R5J) shown in rainbow color and the conserved disulfide bond “1” shown in 106	
sticks. (C) MoToxB topology diagram drawn by PDBsum and colored using the same color 107	
scheme as in A and B. 108	

 109	

MAX effectors are specific to plant pathogenic ascomycetes fungi and they 110	

have undergone a major expansion in P. oryzae, suggesting an important role in the 111	

infection process. Our recent analysis of 120 isolates of P. oryzae identified 58 to 78 112	

MAX effector genes per genome, corresponding to 5 to 10% of the full repertoire of 113	

predicted effectors. In addition to this genetic expansion, the importance of MAX 114	
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effectors in P. oryzae virulence is supported by our finding that many MAX effectors 115	

are massively expressed during the early stages of plant infection in a host-116	

dependent manner [5–7]. They are also specifically targeted by the plant immune 117	

system: nearly half of the cloned avirulence genes of P. oryzae, which encode 118	

avirulence (AVR) factors recognized by host resistance proteins in blast disease 119	

resistant cultivars, correspond to MAX effectors [6,8–11]. Analysis of the recognition 120	

of the MAX effectors AVR-Pia, AVR1-CO39, and AVR-Pik by rice immune receptors 121	

indicates that they may target a specific class of proteins called small HMAs (sHMAs) 122	

[12], which show similarity to copper chaperones containing a heavy metal-123	

associated domain (HMA). Experimental evidence supports this hypothesis in AVR-124	

Pik, but the sHMA proteins' biological function and role in the infection process are 125	

unknown. Another MAX effector, AvrPiz-t, targets four different host proteins involved 126	

in different cellular processes [13,14].  127	

In our previous study, we have explored the genetic diversity of the MAX 128	

effector family in different P. oryzae host-specific lineages [7] in order to get insights 129	

into the adaptive evolution and the selective forces that shape the molecular 130	

variability of structurally analogous effectors. Focusing on the variations observed 131	

within the predicted conserved MAX core, we identified a total of ~7800 orthologous 132	

and paralogous sequences of putative MAX effectors clustered in 94 orthogroups 133	

(OG). Pan-genome analyses showed that the MAX effector repertoire is highly plastic 134	

compared to other secreted proteins, both in terms of the presence/absence of 135	

orthogroups and the sequence variability within OG clusters. Interestingly, mapping 136	

of polymorphic residues for the three effectors whose binding interfaces have been 137	

experimentally characterized (AVR1-CO39, AVR-Pia and AVR-Pik) [7] suggests that 138	
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amino acid changes often co-localized with residues interacting with immune 139	

receptors and, presumably, also with their host target proteins.  140	

In order to further exploit the structure-based repertoire of P. oryzae MAX 141	

effectors and get a complete view of their molecular diversity, a systematic and 142	

robust analysis of their three-dimensional structure, especially outside the MAX core 143	

domain, is still needed. Such analysis could allow a more comprehensive 144	

classification of effector proteins within the MAX family and provide information on 145	

how MAX effectors evolve and adapt to specific hosts. Indeed, many MAX effectors 146	

possess N- and C-terminal extensions that could establish specific protein-protein 147	

interactions playing a key role in the function of MAX effectors and their interference 148	

with different host molecular processes. Examining in more details these extensions, 149	

as well as other non-conserved structural features, may thus provide insights into the 150	

mechanism by which MAX effectors acquire new virulence capabilities.  151	

In the present study, we combined experimental and computational 152	

approaches to finely characterize the structural diversity of MAX effectors. In order to 153	

evaluate the reliability of the homology modeling approach we previously used for 154	

predicting MAX effectors, we undertook structural studies of several MAX candidates 155	

and succeeded in solving four new structures by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 156	

(NMR). Comparison of the new experimental MAX structures with their 157	

corresponding 3D models generated by template-based or ab initio modeling 158	

programs revealed the high accuracy with which AlphaFold2 (AF) can predict the 159	

structure of MAX effectors, including for non-conserved side-chains in terminal 160	

extensions that were not previously observed. We therefore revisited with the use of 161	

AF the structural landscape of P. oryzae MAX effectors and validated the presence of 162	

a MAX core in 77 of the 94 MAX OG clusters defined in Le Naour--Vernet et al. 2023 163	
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[7]. Structural alignment of the AF models allow us to describe the structural 164	

consensus and variability within the MAX family, from the canonical fold, but also 165	

including disulfide bond pattern variations, decorating secondary structures within the 166	

N- and C-terminal extensions that may be involved in protein-protein interactions as 167	

well as surface properties, including stickiness and electrostatics of the core domain 168	

of MAX effectors. 169	

This work represents the most extensive structural analysis of a fungal effector 170	

family of a plant pathogen to date. It also provides valuable knowledge for analyses 171	

aimed at elucidating the function of MAX effectors, notably through the prediction of 172	

interaction sites within the MAX fold that could contribute to targeting host proteins 173	

during infection. 174	

  175	
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Results 176	

NMR structures validate template-based modeling of MAX effectors 177	

In our previous phylogenic analysis of the MAX effector repertoire in P. oryzae, 178	

we used a hybrid multiple Template Modeling (TM) strategy for predicting the 3D 179	

structure of the conserved MAX core of representative sequences of 94 orthogroups 180	

(OG) and we evaluated the reliability of these 3D models (referred as TM-pred 181	

models) by calculating the TM-pred score [7]. The TM-pred score is an estimate of the 182	

TM-score given by TM-align superimposition [15] that would be observed when 183	

structurally aligning the TM-pred model with the corresponding experimentally 184	

resolved structure. At the time this analysis was performed with only 8 experimental 185	

structures of MAX effectors used as templates for homology modeling in a training 186	

data set used to set-up of the TM-pred scoring function [7]. From the online table 187	

https://pat.cbs.cnrs.fr/magmax/model/ (see also Materials and Methods) can be 188	

downloaded the TM-pred models and their TM-pred scores calculated for the 189	

predicted MAX core of 94 OG proteins (i.e. selected representative sequences of 190	

MAX OG clusters, as listed in the S2 Table). Comparison of the TM-pred scores 191	

shown in the S1 Fig indicates that ~90% of the OG proteins could be modeled with a 192	

MAX structure having a predicted accuracy exceeding a TM-pred score > 0.6, 193	

whereas only three TM-pred models of OG proteins (OG22, OG77 and OG85) had a 194	

TM-pred score below 0.5 and were rejected as MAX effectors. 195	

In order to assess the validity of these predictions, we aimed to resolve new 196	

experimental structures not included in the set of templates used in training the TM-197	

pred score. We attempted to express genes corresponding to mature proteins from 198	

10 OG clusters was attempted (S3 Table) for MAX effector candidates showing high 199	

expression level during the biotrophic stage of infection [7]. Using NMR spectroscopy 200	
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we successfully determined the structure of four OG cluster representatives (OG28, 201	

OG47, OG60 and OG67) and we confirmed that all four proteins are MAX effectors 202	

(referred to as “MAX” instead of “OG clusters” from hereon). The 20 best-refined 203	

conformers obtained for each of these effectors were superimposed (Fig 2A) and the 204	

low root mean square deviations (r.m.s.d) support the high quality of the NMR 205	

structures. The complete structural statistics are given in S4 Table.  206	

 207	

 208	

Fig 2. NMR structures of four MAX effectors. (A) NMR structures of MAX28, MAX47, 209	

MAX60 and MAX67 showing the superimposition and the r.m.s.d. of their 20 best 210	
conformers. The N- and C-terminal unstructured extensions before ß1 and after ß6, 211	
respectively, are not shown. (B) View of the two disulfides bonds, C42-C108 (red) and C43-212	
C79 (orange) for NMR structure of MAX47. The loop between the end of ß6 and the C-213	
terminus is colored in dark grey. The ß2, ß3 and ß4 strands are transparent. (C) Local 214	
environment of the two residues Y91 and Y94 in the C-terminal helix of MAX60.   215	
 216	
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Among the four MAX effectors, three proteins (MAX28, MAX47 and MAX67) 217	

displayed the characteristic MAX ß-sandwich fold consisting of two triple-stranded ß-218	

sheets stapled against each other through a conserved disulfide bridge linking ß1 219	

and the ß4-ß5 loop (Fig. 1). The two cysteine residues forming this salt bridge are the 220	

only residues that are highly conserved in MAX effectors. In MAX67, the ß1 and ß2 221	

strands are longer than (10 a.a.) than their counterparts previously observed in other 222	

MAX structures. A slight divergence from the canonical MAX fold was observed for 223	

MAX60: the ß5 strand is replaced by a helical turn that prevents the formation of a 224	

regular ß-sheet with ß4. In addition to the central MAX core, MAX28, MAX47 and 225	

MAX60 presented remarkable N- and C-terminal extensions. For MAX47, the 23 226	

residue-long N-terminal sequence extending before the ß1 strand was enriched in 227	

serine residues and was not resolved in the NMR structure. The ß1 strand starts with 228	

two consecutive cysteine residues. The first cysteine makes a disulfide bond with the 229	

last C-terminal cysteine residue (C42-C108). The second cysteine in ß1 forms a 230	

disulfide bond with the cysteine in the ß4-ß5 loop (C43-C79) as expected in 231	

canonical MAX effectors. Both disulfide bonds are well defined in the NMR structure 232	

(Fig 2B). MAX60 has a C-terminal extension, which forms a well-defined α-helix. This 233	

C-terminal helix is attached to the structural core by hydrophobic contacts with the 234	

rings of two tyrosine residues (Y91 and Y94). In the NMR experiments, close 235	

contacts deduced from Nuclear Overhauser Effects (NOEs) data were found 236	

between residues D28 to T33 and H50 for tyrosine Y91, and residues T33, I35, V48 237	

and M89 for tyrosine Y94 (Fig 2C). In case of MAX28, cleavage of the His-tag after 238	

affinity chromatography resulted in the precipitation of the protein that could not be 239	

purified with sufficient quality for structural studies. Nonetheless, the N-terminal His-240	

tagged version was amenable to NMR analysis (Material and Methods). The 42 241	
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residue long C-terminal extension of MAX28 contains lysine-repeated motifs (KxxxK) 242	

and was predicted to be unstructured. The corresponding resonances were not 243	

assigned in the NMR spectra. 244	

 245	

The four new NMR structures of MAX effectors were superimposed using TM-246	

align with the corresponding TM-pred models that we previously generated by 247	

template homology modeling (Fig 3A). The quality of the models can be evaluated by 248	

the root-mean-square deviation (r.m.s.d) calculated between the observed and 249	

predicted structures and the TM-scores given by TM-align (a value of 1 meaning a 250	

perfect match). Comparison of the superimposed backbones shows that the overall 251	

MAX fold as well as the relative orientation of the two ß-sheets forming the central ß-252	

sandwich were all well predicted, especially in the case of MAX28 for which the TM-253	

pred model of the MAX domain matches very well the experimental structure 254	

(r.m.s.d.=2.11 Å), even for the loops joining the ß-strands. MAX28 was also the 255	

effector with the highest estimated TM-pred score (0.75), in remarkably good 256	

agreement with the true TM-score (0.74) of the TM-pred model aligned to the NMR 257	

structure. Structural predictions of the MAX core were also very good for MAX67, 258	

except for the long strands ß1 and ß2 observed in the NMR structure that could not 259	

be accurately modeled, explaining the rather low TM-pred value proposed for TM-260	

pred_MAX67. Some ß-strands were also poorly defined in case of MAX47 and 261	

MAX60 whose models, compared to the NMR structures, exhibit also strong 262	

divergence for the connecting loop regions. For MAX47, the low reliability of the TM-263	

pred model was anticipated by the TM-pred score (0.63).  264	

 265	

 266	
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AlphaFold2 reliably predicts MAX effectors core and extensions. 267	

The recent release of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based methods have 268	

demonstrated the high accuracy with which deep-learning software such as 269	

AlphaFold2 (AF2) can predict the 3D structure of most structured proteins [16]. We 270	

therefore decided to test the accuracy of AF2 to predict MAX effector structures by 271	

submitting the amino acid sequences corresponding to MAX28, MAX47, MAX60 and 272	

MAX67 for which the coordinates of the NMR structures we determined had not yet 273	

been released in the PDB. We used three different implementations of AF2 to 274	

generate the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) from which protein 3D models are 275	

predicted. The MMseqs2 and Jackhmmer implementations use MSAs generated 276	

automatically online or locally and that can include PDB templates, whereas the 277	

Custom MSA implementation uses MSAs provided by the user and was 278	

parameterized to not use PDB templates (see Materials and Methods). For each 279	

sequence query, the three MSAs were independently submitted to AF2 and the 280	

predictive quality of the top-ranked models was assessed thanks to the predicted 281	

local distance difference test (pLDDT) [16,17]. The pLDDT score scaling from 0 to 282	

100 is a residue-level accuracy score computed by AF2 that provides an estimate of 283	

the confidence of each residue's predicted position in the protein structure. We 284	

considered the average pLDDT score for the overall protein, or only for residues 285	

within the predicted MAX core domain, herein called the MAX pLDDT score. The 286	

MAX pLDDT score allows better filtering of the AF-generated models, since it 287	

provides a quantitative measure of prediction quality focusing on the MAX core 288	

domain. For each MAX effector, the AF model having the highest MAX pLDDT score 289	

was selected and referred as its AF_MAX model (Fig 3). 290	
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The MAX core domain was very well predicted in AF_MAX47, AF_MAX60 and 291	

AF_MAX67 according to their high MAX pLDDT scores, close to or exceeding 90 (Fig 292	

3B and S5 Table). All the three selected models were obtained from the Jackhmmer 293	

AF2 implementation. Lower confidence score (74.1) was retrieved for the best AF2 294	

model of MAX28, generated using the Custom MSA implementation. Nevertheless, 295	

AF_MAX28 was very close to MAX28 experimental structure according to the 296	

average r.m.s.d. value (1.42 Å) calculated when superimposing the MAX core 297	

backbone atoms of the NMR conformers. Indeed, for all four MAX effectors, the MAX 298	

domain of the selected AF model displayed side-chain rotamers very similar to those 299	

observed in the experimental structures within the uncertainty of the NMR approach, 300	

i.e. density of NMR-derived constraints (Fig 3B). 301	
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 302	

 303	

Fig 3. Comparison of newly determined NMR structures of MAX effectors with 304	

their TM-pred or AF predicted models.  Superimposition of the four MAX effectors 305	
determined in this study by NMR shown by the best model (in green) and of their 306	
corresponding 3D models (in orange) predicted by hybrid multiple template modeling (TM-307	
pred models shown in A) or AlphaFold2 (AF models shown in B). Metrics used for the 308	
quantitative assessment of the similarities between the predicted 3D models and their 309	
respective experimental structures are indicated: the root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d; the 310	
lowest, the best), the template modeling score (TM-score from TM-align, a value of 1 311	
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corresponding to a perfect match), TM-pred score (a predictive estimate of the TM-score). 312	
The N- and C-terminal boundaries were set according to the TM-pred models and did not 313	
include extensions determined in the NMR structures. (B) The r.m.s.d. between backbone 314	
heavy atoms of the superimposed NMR structure and AF models is given for the MAX 315	
domain only (Table S5), as well as the predicted local distance difference test (pLDDT) that 316	
was used to estimate the reliability of the AF predictions in the MAX core (MAX pLDDT 317	
score, Table S5). (C) View of the two disulfides bonds of MAX47, C42-C108 and C43-C79,  318	
as observed in the best NMR conformer and in the predicted AF_MAX47 model. (D) Local 319	
environment of the two tyrosyl side-chains of Y91 and Y94 in the C-terminal helix of MAX60 320	
in the 20 NMR conformers and in AF_MAX60.  321	
 322	

AlphaFold2 modeling also succeeded in predicting details within the core 323	

domains. The cysteine residue side-chains forming the conserved disulfide bond “1” 324	

are well defined in all four MAX effector models, as well as those forming an 325	

additional SS bond bridging the N- and C-terminal extensions in the experimental 326	

structure of MAX47  (Fig 3C). Another example of consistency between experimental 327	

structures and AF models was the remarkably well-defined position and orientation of 328	

the C-terminal helix of MAX60, in particular for two tyrosine residues whose aromatic 329	

side chains stack over the ß1-ß2-ß6 ß-sheet of the MAX core (Fig 3D). For MAX28, 330	

both AF model and NMR structure were consistent in predicting unstructured N- and 331	

C-terminal extensions. Moderate deviations from the experimental structure were 332	

observed for residues in the C-terminus of MAX67 (S2 Fig). 333	

 334	

Family portrait of AlphaFold2 MAX models 335	

Given the high predictive quality of the AF-generated models of MAX effectors, 336	

we applied the same AF modeling strategy to all other P. oryzae OG representative 337	

members. The models were visualized to check the presence of the characteristic 338	

MAX core by inspecting the ß-strand topology and formation of the conserved SS “1” 339	

disulfide bond (Pymol. v.1.6; Delano 2002). OG proteins showing significant 340	
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topological deviations from this canonical MAX fold were discarded. The strict 341	

presence of the short ß5 strand was not used as a filtering criterion. Among the 80 342	

AF models that matched the canonical MAX structure (Fig 4), 57 had MAX pLDDT 343	

scores greater than 80 and 20 had MAX pLDDT scores ranging from 60 to 80. Only 344	

three OG proteins, OG26, OG73 and OG94, exhibiting a central core compatible with 345	

a MAX fold had a MAX pLDDT score below 60 and were not kept in our final 346	

selection of 77 validated MAX structures.  347	

Among the 14 OG proteins that are not predicted to fold with the MAX 348	

topology, three (OG22, OG77 and OG85) were previously rejected based on their 349	

low TM-pred score and five (OG04, OG59, OG65, OG68 and OG81) had a TM-pred 350	

score under 0.6 (S1 Fig). Other OG proteins such as OG51 and OG54 that exhibited 351	

a TM-pred score above 0.6 compatible with a MAX structure displayed significant 352	

distortions from the canonical MAX fold when modeled by AlphaFold2. 353	

For OG51, two models computed with MMseqs2 and the AF Jackhmmer 354	

implementation gave very similar models (backbone r.m.s.d. of 1.77Å) with pLDDT 355	

overall scores of 52.6 and 61.9, respectively. However, the C-terminal ß-strand of 356	

OG51 had a parallel orientation relative to the first ß1 strand that was not compatible 357	

with the MAX topology. The best OG54 model had a pLDDT score of 59.4 but 358	

deviated from the MAX topology by the absence of the C-terminal ß6 strand, which 359	

was not accurately modeled.  360	

 361	
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 362	

Fig 4. pLDDT scores of AF models for known and predicted MAX effectors.  363	
(A) Structural alignments of experimentally determined MAX effector structures using 364	
MoToxB structure for reference. Residues are colored according to the Taylor scheme 365	
[18](Taylor, 1997) and conservation (above 15% threshold) is used as a shading factor. 366	
(B) pLDDT scores of the best AF models selected for the 94 OG clusters of predicted MAX 367	
effectors with experimentally determined structures in blue, and OG clusters that displayed 368	
canonical MAX folds in grey. For these OG clusters we report the best MAX pLDDT score. 369	
OG clusters represented in red are the ones for which none of the models matched the 370	
canonical MAX fold, and in such cases we report the best overall pLDDT score of the model. 371	
MAX pLDDT scores of models that have a canonical MAX fold but a score below 60 are 372	
shown in orange. Full data is available in S5 Table. 373	

 374	

The 14 OG clusters that gave inconclusive AF models were submitted to two 375	

other protein structure prediction web-servers, RaptorX [19] and RosettaFold [20]. 376	

None of the computed models displayed the canonical MAX fold, confirming that 377	

these OG cluster sequences were difficult to model and quite probably do not exhibit 378	

the expected MAX topology. 	 379	
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Variations around the canonical MAX fold  380	

A statistical overview of the general structural features characterizing the 77 381	

AF models of validated MAX effectors is given in Tables S7a and S7b. A unique 382	

member of the MAX family is MAX52, whose AF model consists of two MAX core 383	

modules in tandem. The MAX52 model was cut into two chains (MAX52A and 384	

MAX52B), each corresponding to a MAX core domain. In Fig 5A is indicated the 385	

average size of the ß strands and connecting loops forming the conserved 6 386	

stranded ß sandwich that defines the canonical MAX fold, well represented by the 387	

MoToxB (MAX33) structure. ß1 and ß2 are usually of similar size and associate 388	

together with ß6 to form the longest anti-parallel ß sheet, while ß3 and ß4 strands are 389	

usually shorter. Substantial variations around this common fold can be observed, 390	

notably in the C-terminal part of the MAX core where the short ß5 strand can be 391	

totally absent (MAX78 and MAX83) or replaced by a helix (MAX20), whereas the ß5 392	

strand can range from 2 to 8 residues following a loop that can have up to 25 393	

residues (MAX29) or present a short helix (MAX15, MAX60). The number of disulfide 394	

bonds stabilizing the protein can also greatly varied (Table S7a), from none in 395	

MAX61 and MAX62 (AVR-Pib) to three in MAX46 or four in MAX52. Asides of the 396	

conserved disulfide bond (SS “1”), which is a hallmark of the MAX domain, three 397	

types of additional disulfide bonds (SS “2”, “3” and “4”) are found in the observed or 398	

AF predicted MAX structures (Figs 5A and B). SS “4”, joining the N-terminus of ß1 to 399	

a C-terminal cysteine, is well defined in both MAX47 and MAX92, although it was not 400	

present in any of the previously determined MAX 3D structures that could serve as 401	

template. This disulfide bond was experimentally validated by our NMR structure of 402	

MAX47. 403	
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 404	

Fig 5. MAX domain structural features. (A) Average size range (indicated in grey) of ß 405	
strands (arrows) and connecting loops forming the central ß sandwich of the canonical MAX 406	
core, and of the N-ter and C-ter extensions. Average ranges are calculated in Table S7b. 407	
The 4 different types of disulfide bonds observed in MAX structures and models are indicated 408	
by dotted yellow lines. (B) Four different sets of structural models illustrating the variability of 409	
disulfide bond patterns. The AF models are colored according to their pLDDT score, by blue 410	
for high accuracy (>90), cyan for backbone at good accuracy (> 70), yellow for low 411	
confidence (> 50 and < 70) and orange for disordered (< 50). The disulfide bonds are shown 412	
in magenta, except for the AVR-Pib structure, which does not have a disulfide bond.  413	
 414	

N- and C-terminal extensions 415	

Over two-third of the 77 AF_MAX models possess peptide segments with 15 416	

or more residues extending at one or both ends of the central MAX domain (Table 417	

S7a and S7b). Diverse length of these extensions, especially in C-terminal, can be 418	

observed among OG sequences belonging to the same OG cluster (e.g. OG01, 419	

OG02 or OG15 clusters in Table S1a). C-terminal extensions are also more 420	

numerous and usually longer than N-terminal extensions. They are often modeled by 421	

AF2 with well-defined secondary structures, such as additional ß strands extending 422	

the ß2ß1ß6 sheet by one or two strands (e.g. MAX08, MAX12, MAX25), or a terminal 423	
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helix as observed in the model and solution structure of MAX60. There are also many 424	

examples where terminal extensions appear as unstructured regions that could not 425	

be modeled with high confidence by AlphaFold2. Long intrinsic disordered regions 426	

(IDRs) of more than 30 a.a. [21–23] may have diverse function in bacterial [24,25] 427	

and fungal effectors [26,27] and we had therefore searched for IDR signatures in 428	

MAX effector sequences using ESpritz prediction software [28]. Long IDRs were 429	

predicted for only a few MAX effectors and their presence was cross-validated for six 430	

AF_MAX models: in MAX15 (118 a.a.), MAX27 (36 a.a.) and MAX43 (43 a.a) as N-431	

ter extensions, and in MAX28 (42 a.a.), MAX53 (49 a.a.) and MAX78 (43 a.a.) as C-432	

ter extensions. It thus appears that long IDRs is not a frequent feature among P. 433	

oryzae MAX effectors, present in less than 8% of all modeled structures. The NMR 434	

solution structure of MAX28 validated the unstructured nature of its C-terminal 435	

extension.  436	

 437	

Structural classification of MAX effectors 438	

Structural similarities between proteins can help to elucidate the function of an 439	

uncharacterized protein and infer its molecular evolution. Here we performed 440	

hierarchical clustering of the selected 77 MAX effector models with two protein 441	

structure alignment software, Dali [29] and TM-align [15,30] which use different 442	

criteria for similarity scoring of superimposed structures. The Dali Z-score relies on 443	

secondary structure pairing and is a good estimate of topological conservation while 444	

the TM-score is computed for the whole alignment and weights paired residues with 445	

low r.m.s.d. more strongly than those that are more distant. When analyzed 446	

independently, the structural alignment trees retrieved from these two clustering 447	

approaches did not reveal clear sub-families of MAX structures, as shown by the lack 448	
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of long internal branches in Fig 6. To facilitate the comparison of the trees, we 449	

differently colored the lines connecting each MAX model in both trees (see Materials 450	

and Methods).  451	

 452	

 453	

 454	

Fig 6. Comparison of the structural similarity trees of MAX effectors based on 455	

the Dali Z-score (left) and TM-alignTM-score (right) of their superimposed AF 456	

models.  Unstructured N- and C-terminal regions were removed from the AF_MAX models 457	

prior to the analysis. A line of a specific color connects each AF_MAX model in the Dali and 458	
TM-align trees. The MAX effectors with an experimental 3D structure are indicated by their 459	
name, or a star for the four novel MAX structures. The structural groups to which the MAX 460	
effectors were assigned are indicated by brackets and illustrated in Table 1 and S3 Fig.  461	
 462	

In this representation, any bundle of lines of similar colors highlights a possible 463	

structural similarity between the models that was common to both clustering methods 464	

and that could define a group of MAX models.  Each group of at least two models 465	

was visually inspected for additional secondary structures that could add to the MAX 466	
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core, the disulfide bond pattern as well as for specific structural features that fall 467	

outside the statistical average values reported in Fig 5A. Using this dual clustering 468	

method, we defined 15 groups of MAX models sharing common structural features, 469	

in addition to the 5 groups of well-established MAX effectors (AVR-Pia, AVR-Pib, 470	

AVR-PikC, AvrPiz-t and MoToxB).  Groups A to G gather MAX models exhibiting 471	

major structured elements adding to the canonical MAX core: groups A and B contain 472	

models with 2 extra strands, groups C and D contain models with 1 extra strand, and 473	

groups E to G contain models with C-terminal helical extensions after ß6. Group H 474	

consists of the MAX52 tandem domains connected by a structured linker.	In contrast, 475	

groups I to O correspond to plain MAX structures, without ostentatious decoration but 476	

presenting variations of the MAX fold specific to each group. The characteristics of 477	

this total of 20 MAX structural groups are summarized in Table 1 and illustrated with 478	

more details in S3 Fig.	Only 6 groups exhibits a disulfide bond pattern with a specific 479	

SS bond adding to the conserved SS”1”, and only the AVR-Pib group has no SS 480	

bond. The MAX models listed in Table 1 represent about two-third of the 77 MAX 481	

effectors that we validated in the present analysis. Several of them had been 482	

identified in a previous computational structural genomics study of M. oryzae strain 483	

70-15 (see below) and are also listed in Table 1. 484	

  485	
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Table 1. Structural groups identified in P. oryzae MAX effector family 486	

 The AF models are colored by their pLDDT scores (see legend of Fig 5). The groups with 487	
major structural variations (addition of secondary structures) are listed in the left-hand 488	
panels, including the MAX domain duplication of MAX52. The remaining groups, from I to O 489	
that do not have additional secondary structures but displayed specific structural variations of 490	
the MAX core domain itself are shown in the right-hand panels. To complete the overview, 491	
the five groups of well-established MAX effectors (AVR-Pia, AVR-Pib, AVR-PikC, AvrPiz-t 492	

Group representative structure MAX Id SS(*) Structural Specificities and Extensions Group representative structure MAX Id SS(*) Structural Specificities and Extensions

A

MAX39, MAX40, 
MAX41, 
MAX42, 

MGG_16939T0 
MGG_18062T0

1

additional ß7ß8 strands flanking one 
side of the ß2ß1ß6 sheet and C-

terminal extensions after ß8 that are 
in helical conformations

I
MAX67, 

MAX80, MAX91 
MGG_16175T0

1 long ß1 strand paired with long ß2 or ß6 
strands

B
MAX12,   
MAX13,   
MAX14 

MGG_16619T0

1 additional ß7ß8 strands flanking one 
side of the ß2ß1ß6 sheet J  MAX10,  

MAX11 1 presence of a short helix in the 
connecting loop between ß5 and ß6

C  MAX08, 
MAX09 1 presence of the ß7 additional strand 

running antiparallel to the ß6 K  MAX47,  
MAX92 1, 4 disulfide bond “4” joining the N-terminus 

of ß1 and the C-terminal extension

D

 MAX25,  
MAX53,  MAX75 
MGG_02635T0 
MGG_15207T0 
MGG_11304T0

1 presence of the ß7 additional strand 
running antiparallel to the ß6 L

 MAX34, 
MAX48 

MGG_15625T0 
MGG_08992T0

1, 3
malformed ß2 strand and anti-parallel 
ß4ß5 strands stabilized by a disulfide 

bond

E MAX57,   
MAX83 1

long ß1 and ß6 strands,C-terminal 
helical extensions that are stabilized 

by hydrophobic interactions
M

MAX15, 
MAX30, MAX76  
MGG_10282T0

1 longer ß1 and ß2 strands and their 
connecting loops

F
 MAX29,   
MAX64 

MGG_17255T0
1

C-terminal helical extensions that are 
stabilized by local residue-specific 

interactions (disulfide bond or 
hydrophobic residues)

N
 MAX63, 
MAX88, 

MAX35, MAX69 
MGG_02207T0

1 unusually long loop making the 
connection between strands ß2 and ß3

G
 MAX32, 
MAX90 

MGG_08469T0
1, 3

long loop joining the ß1 and ß2 
strands and helical C-terminal 
extensions that are not strictly 
conserved in their lengths and 

orientations

O

MAX05, 
MAX19, MAX72 
MGG_12426T0 
MGG_14793T0 
MGG_18060T0

1 Structuraly similar to AVR-Pib.

H MAX52 1, 3 two MAX domains AVR-Pib  MAX61, 
MAX62 Structuraly similar to group O models.

AVR-Pia  MAX58, 
MAX93 1 ß2 strand interaction with HMA (**) AvrPiz-t

 MAX06, 
MAX07  

MGG_18041T0
1, 3 very similar structures with the main 

difference for the ß3ß4 connecting loop

AVR-PikC
 MAX01,   

MAX02, MAX03 
MGG_15972T0

1 ß3 strand and N-terminal extension 
interacting with HMA (**) MoToxB

 MAX24,  
MAX33, 

MAX46, MAX89 
MGG_17132T0 

1, 2 Structuraly similar to ToxB with disulfide 
bond "2"
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and MoToxB) are shown at the bottom and highlighted in grey color. The MAX Id column 493	
gives the AF model identifiers of the MAX effector list reported in the present study 494	
(representative MAX model indicated in bold) and the corresponding MAX effectors reported 495	
by Seong & Krasileva, 2021 [3]; Seong and Krasileva, 2023 [4]; Yan and Talbot, 2023 [5] in 496	
the M. oryzae strain 70-15 are referred to by their MGG identifier (S8 Table). 497	
(*) Type of disulfide bond as defined in Fig 5 498	
(**) from crystallographic structures of complexes 499	
 500	

Many MAX effectors are singletons 501	

Singletons of MAX effectors are defined as those with no obvious structural 502	

relationship to other MAX effectors. They constitute a third (26/77) of the MAX 503	

effectors we modeled. In the majority of cases (17), these MAX effectors consist of a 504	

simple MAX core with unstructured N- and/or C-terminal extension(s). Among them is 505	

AVR1-CO39 (MAX86), which is specifically absent from the Oryza-infecting lineage, 506	

and whose structure has been experimentally determined. The remaining 9 507	

singletons MAX effectors possess very diverse structured extensions asides the 508	

folded MAX core domain as illustrated in S4 Fig. Among these MAX effectors, 509	

MAX49 was already reported in M. oryzae strain 70-15 corresponding to 510	

MGG_08482T0 [5]. In MAX49, N-terminal and the C-terminal helices form a helix 511	

bundle structure, not observed in other MAX effector models. MAX74 has an 512	

additional ß7 strand running anti-parallel to ß6, as observed for group D models. 513	

Three other models have a ß7 strand, i.e. MAX36, MAX43 and MAX66, the latter 514	

having long ß1 and ß6 strands. Additional C-terminal helices were modeled with 515	

good accuracy in MAX55 and MAX60, but not in MAX44 and MAX84.  516	

 517	

MAX domains exhibit very variegated surface properties  518	

Comparison of the molecular surfaces of homologous proteins can highlight 519	
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common or specific features related to their function. This can be challenging in case 520	

of proteins that differ in size or have structural elements adding to their common fold. 521	

Here we have performed a detailed comparative analysis of the surface properties of 522	

the standalone MAX domains extracted from 49 AF_MAX models in which no 523	

structured regions are predicted to interact with the central core (S7a Table). For this 524	

subset of MAX domains, we computed SURFMAP [31] 2D projections of their 525	

molecular envelop and compare the distribution of different surface features i.e. 526	

exposed secondary structures, electrostatic potential, stickiness (Fig 7) and amino-527	

acid polymorphism within the OG cluster to which belongs each representative MAX 528	

model.  529	

The ß1-exposed surface is mostly discontinuous around the ß2 surface that is 530	

located at the northern pole of the projection (Fig 7C). The continuous ß3 surface lies 531	

below the ß2 surface and the discontinuous ß4 surface is found at the bottom of the 532	

projection. The ß6 surfaces are found to the west and east of the ß1-ß2 surface 533	

areas whereas ß5 surfaces are found on the most eastern areas. The electrostatic 534	

potential maps (Fig 7D and S2 files) reveal that MAX domain surfaces are more often 535	

positively charged than negatively charged or neutral, and that the molecular 536	

surfaces can appear entirely positive (e.g. MAX06 (AvrPiz-t), MAX23, MAX34, 537	

MAX47) or negative (e.g. MAX10, MAX38, MAX78, MAX86 (AVR1-Co39)), or 538	

present intense electrostatic patches (e.g. MAX02 (AVR-PikC), MAX58, MAX62 539	

(AVR-Pib), MAX80). It is well known that positively charged regions in proteins are 540	

important for interaction with negatively charged macromolecules, such as nucleic 541	

acids and lipopolysaccharides [32], whereas negatively charged protein surfaces can 542	

be involved in membrane attachment or DNA mimicking functions [33–35]. In 543	

MAX47, we noticed that its unstructured N-terminal extension is rich in Asp residues, 544	
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suggesting that it could make transient interactions with the positively charged MAX 545	

core in the absence of its cellular target. In MAX62 (AVR-Pib), a surface loop region 546	

forms a strong positive patch (Fig 7C), which has been shown to be essential for the 547	

avirulence function of AVR-Pib and its nuclear localization in host cells [35]. 548	

Interestingly, a similar positive patch is visible on the surface of its structural 549	

homologs MAX61 belonging to the same structural group, as well as in MAX05 and 550	

MAX72 belonging to group O (Table1), suggesting that these effectors may also rely 551	

on this positive surface loop for their function. Similarly, AvrPiz-t displays a positively 552	

charged surface partially involving lysine residues that are required for AvrPiz-t 553	

avirulence and virulence functions in rice [14]. Inversely, while the surface of MAX86 554	

(AVR1-CO39) is strongly negative, that of MAX93 (AVR-Pia) is neutral, yet both 555	

AVR1-CO39 and AVR-Pia interact similarly through their ß2 strand with the HMA 556	

domain from the rice immune receptors RGA5 [36] and Pikp-1 [37], respectively. 557	
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 558	

Fig 7. Surface properties of the MAX core domains. 559	

Surface properties of MAX core domains computed and represented using SURFMAP. (A) Schematic 560	
of calculation of the spherical coordinates (from Schweke et al., 2022). The coordinates of each 561	
surface particle Gi is expressed in spherical coordinates (ρ, ϕ, θ), where ρ represents the distance of 562	
the particle Gi to the center of mass G of the protein, ϕ is the angle between the X axis and the 563	
projected vector 𝐺𝐺𝚤 in the plan (𝐺𝑋, 𝐺𝑌), while θ is the angle between the vector 𝐺𝐺𝚤 and the Z axis. 564	
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B) MoToxB structure showing the 6 ß-strands of the MAX core with the color code used for the 565	
surface representation in panel C. C) 2D maps of exposed ß-strands, electrostatic potential and 566	
stickiness of the molecular surfaces calculated by SURFMAP for MAX domains extracted from AF2 567	
models of MAX effectors with known structure. N- and C-terminal extensions were discarded and the 568	
MAX core 3D models were all superimposed to AF_MAX33 (MoToxB) giving a reference frame for the 569	
Sanson-Flamsteed 2D projection computed surfaces. The ß-strand maps use the color code given in 570	
panel B, the electrostatic potential maps are scaled in the indicated kT/e units and the stickiness 571	
(related to hydrophobicity) scale is that defined by Levy E. D., 2010 [38].  D) Comparison of overall 572	
surface electrostatic potentials of MAX core domains, summed over the entire molecular surface and 573	
normalized by the highest absolute value calculated for the subset of 49 MAX effector models (S2 574	
files). E) Relative surface stickiness of MAX core ß-strands. Stickiness values were summed for 575	
residues forming each of the 6 ß-strands of the MAX core domains and normalized by the highest 576	
value calculated for each strand in the subset of 49 MAX core models.  577	

 578	

Wide divergence is also observed in the surface stickiness of the MAX 579	

domains. Surface stickiness is mostly related to surface hydrophobicity and reflects 580	

the propensity of each amino acid to be involved in molecular interfaces [38]. For 581	

AVR-Pia, the HMA binding site correlates well with the presence of a large 582	

hydrophobic patch on the surface (Fig 7C and panel C in S5 Fig) and a very sticky ß2 583	

strand, also present in MAX31 (Fig 7E). This is however not the case for AVR1-CO39 584	

whose surface hydrophobicity is limited except in strand ß5. This strand is particularly 585	

variable in length and surface properties, exhibiting high stickiness in only a few MAX 586	

effectors (e.g. MAX10, MAX11 and MAX38) where it could contribute to the binding 587	

site of host target proteins. For the AVR-Pik group (MAX01, MAX02 and MAX03) 588	

surface stickiness is high in ß1 and sticky patches are also observed in strands ß3, 589	

ß4 and ß6. In all these effectors, the ß3 stickiness could serve in an interaction with 590	

strand ß4 of HMA domains, as observed in complexes of different MAX02 effectors 591	

with the HMA domain from Pikp-1 or from the rice protein OsHIPP19 targeted by 592	

AVR-PikF [8–10]. Other MAX effectors (e.g. MAX67, MAX72 and MAX78) possess a 593	

highly sticky ß3 strand that could also associate with the ß-strand of an HMA domain 594	
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or other type of protein domain. In the crystal structures of the AVR-Pik effectors, the 595	

anti-parallel ß1-ß6 strands of the MAX core are making hydrophobic contacts with 596	

residues in their N-terminal extension which adopts a conserved extended 597	

conformation and considerably expands the binding interface with the HMA (S5 Fig). 598	

In MAX structural groups A to D of Table 1 (not included in the present subset), a 599	

sticky ß6 strand often associates with an anti-parallel ß7 extending the MAX core ß-600	

sheet. Similarly, the highly hydrophobic ß6 strand present in MAX33 (MoToxB), 601	

MAX45 and MAX50 could interact with target proteins through an antiparallel ß-602	

strand arrangement.  603	

Altogether, this analysis highlights the very variegated surface properties 604	

exhibited by the P. oryzae MAX effectors. In spite of sharing a common fold, these 605	

sequence diverse proteins retain very high diversity at the structural level. On the 606	

other hand, sequence conservation is high inside each OG cluster with average 607	

conservation scores in strands and loops close to the maximum conservation score 608	

of 9 (S7c Table). Three clusters display low conservation scores in ß2, ß3 and ß6 609	

strands represented by MAX47, in ß2 and the loop joining ß4 to ß5 for MAX63, and 610	

in strands ß4 and ß5 for MAX70, and accordingly, higher polymorphism on their 611	

surfaces (S6 Fig and S2 Files).   612	

 613	

Discussion 614	

We initially used hybrid multiple template modeling that combines information 615	

from multiple template structures to predict the core of MAX effector structures. The 616	

best models were selected according to their predicted TM-score (TM-pred), a 617	

commonly used measure to assess the structural similarity between predicted 618	

models and the true native structure. By comparing new experimental MAX effector 619	
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NMR structures with their corresponding TM-pred models indicated the low accuracy 620	

of the models, pointing to the limits of template-based homology modeling [39] and 621	

the need of alternative modeling strategies to model MAX effectors. 622	

 623	

Ab initio modeling 624	

Recently, ab initio modeling, specifically using Rosetta and the two web 625	

servers Robetta and QUARK, was applied for predicting the structures of already 626	

known MAX effector proteins of Magnaporthe oryzae [40]. The Rosetta ab initio 627	

modeling approach generated models with the best overall TM-scores, with AVR-Pib 628	

achieving the highest TM-score. The exception to this trend was AVR-Pik, for which 629	

the QUARK method produced the best model with a TM-score of 0.89, compared to a 630	

TM-score of 0.51 in Rosetta. Overall, the study highlights the strengths and limitations 631	

of ab initio modeling for predicting the structures of fungal effector proteins. While ab 632	

initio methods can provide valuable insights into the overall fold and topology of 633	

proteins, accurately predicting detailed secondary structures remains challenging, 634	

especially in the cases where the TM-scores are relatively low. The performance of 635	

different ab initio methods can also vary depending on the specific protein being 636	

modeled. To address the issue of missing secondary structures or other structural 637	

defects, further refinement techniques or hybrid methods can be employed. These 638	

approaches aim to improve the accuracy of the predicted models by incorporating 639	

additional information, such as experimental data, molecular dynamics simulations 640	

[41], fragment assembly [42], or consensus modeling that can be used to refine and 641	

improve the quality of predicted models. Although this can improve the robustness 642	

and accuracy of the predicted models, it involves additional computational steps and 643	

requires the availability of multiple predictions. 644	
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Modeling of MAX effectors from M. oryzae strain 70-15 using deep learning 645	

TrRosetta and AlphaFold are novel computational methods based on deep 646	

learning techniques to predict protein structures from amino acid sequences, 647	

bypassing some of the computationally-intensive steps required by traditional 648	

methods. The MAX family repertoire of M. oryzae strain 70-15 was investigated and 649	

models were generated by computational methods mostly using TrRosetta [3] and 650	

AlphaFold [4,5]. The first study (TrRosetta models) identified 11 MAX candidates and 651	

similar population sizes of 26 and 32 MAX candidates were reported for the two other 652	

AlphaFold studies, respectively. While 10 MAX of these candidate models were 653	

commonly identified and systematically assigned to MAX effectors by all three 654	

studies, another set of 22 MAX effectors were identified in less than three studies (S8 655	

Table), indicating the difficulties in model selection based on pTM-score and in 656	

detecting structural similarity using methods like CATH [43] and SCOPe [44].   657	

Most of the MAX effectors that were previously reported in the TrRosetta and 658	

AlphaFold studies were also identified in our analysis (Table 1 and S8 Table) with the 659	

exception of OG54 that we did not select as a MAX effector. MAX members of the 660	

groups C, E and H were not found in these previous reports while the equivalent 661	

sequences in the M. oryzae strain 70-15 for MAX members of groups J and K could 662	

not be found. 663	

In our study we used the pLDDT score (predicted Local Distance Difference 664	

Test), which provides a residue-level assessment of the confidence or accuracy of 665	

each residue's predicted position in the protein structure. By focusing on the pLDDT 666	

scores within the MAX folded region, we specifically evaluated the local accuracy of 667	

the predicted structure within the MAX core domain. This localized scoring approach 668	

enables a more focused evaluation and filtering of the protein structure predictions, 669	
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and allows identification and selection of the best models with higher accuracy and 670	

reliability within the specific region of interest. By comparing the experimental results 671	

from NMR with the corresponding AF models, we were able to assess the accuracy 672	

and reliability of the AF predictions. 673	

 674	

Venturia inaequalis MAX-like effectors 675	

V. inaequalis is an ascomycete fungus, in the Venturiaceae family, responsible 676	

for apple scab disease. Assessing models of V. inaequalis MAX-like effectors [45] 677	

against the criteria we defined here to assign MAX effectors to subfamilies, revealed 678	

that none of the models fitted into any of the MAX subfamilies. Indeed, V. 679	

inaequalis MAX effectors present three remarkable disulfide bonds. One is the 680	

canonical “1” bond found in other MAX effectors, while the remaining two were not 681	

found in any of the MAX effectors from P. oryzae. Moreover, MAX-like effectors of V. 682	

inaequalis usually possess a C-terminal helical extension connected to the MAX core 683	

domain via a specific disulfide bond that was not observed in any MAX from P. 684	

oryzae. This makes these newly discovered MAX-like effectors from V. inaequalis 685	

another subfamily with unique sequence/structure features [45]. As V. 686	

inaequalis exclusively colonizes and releases effectors in the subcuticular host 687	

environment without penetrating the underlying epidermal cells, their function, and 688	

thus targets, are probably fundamentally different from the other studied MAX 689	

effectors from P. oryzae. 690	

 691	

MAX effector AlphaFold models predicted in 120 P. oryzae genomes 692	

Clustering of the 77 MAX effector models successfully predicted by AlphaFold 693	

allowed us to distinguish 15 subfamilies. Our study showed that, beyond the well-694	
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known conserved MAX core, the MAX superfamily is characterized by an important 695	

structural diversity shown by additional structured regions in the C-terminal portions 696	

of several of its members. Specifically, these include additional strands observed in 697	

groups A to D and helical extensions observed in groups E to G. These regions may 698	

play a role in protein-protein interactions or contribute to the effector's overall 699	

functionality. On the other hand, long intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) were 700	

rarely observed in only six MAX effectors. IDR regions lack a stable 3D structure and 701	

exhibit conformational flexibility, allowing them to interact with multiple binding 702	

partners and fulfill various functions [46] but are difficult to predict from the sequence 703	

[47].  704	

Furthermore, the study also identified more modest structural variations within 705	

the MAX core for seven groups, labeled from I to O. These variations indicate that 706	

even within the core structural framework of the MAX effectors, there are subtle 707	

differences that distinguish these groups from each other. The classification given in 708	

Table 1 can be improved by incorporating surface properties. Thus, the AVR-Pib and 709	

O groups could be agglomerated, since they are structurally similar and members of 710	

the O group have electrostatic surfaces related to AVR-Pib.  711	

Notably, our study uncovered a domain duplication event within one of the 712	

MAX effector clusters (group H). Other dual-domain effectors have been described in 713	

recent studies, i.e. the Fol dual-domain effectors (FOLD) [48] and effectors predicted 714	

from Puccinia graminis	 [4]. The discovery of dual-domain effectors, including the 715	

domain duplication found in one of the MAX effector cluster, adds to our 716	

understanding of the diversity and complexity of effector proteins. These dual-domain 717	

effectors likely have evolved to possess multiple functional domains that contribute to 718	

their virulence or interaction with host plants. 719	
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ß1 and ß6 surface stickiness of AVR-Pik effectors 720	

The AVR-Pik AF models display high surface stickiness on ß1 and ß6 strands 721	

that could serve to anchor residues from the N-terminal extensions of these effectors 722	

to their MAX core domains. While there are multiple experimental structures of AVR-723	

Pik in complex with HMA domains, whether the structure of the free AVR-Pik effector 724	

differs when not in complex with an HMA domain remains an open question. In the 725	

AF models of MAX01, MAX02 and MAX03, the first 10-residues at the N-terminus 726	

are unstructured. These are followed by a stretch of 20 residues, which are well 727	

defined according to their pLDDT scores but without regular secondary structure, and 728	

which adopt the conformation observed when the AVR-Pik effectors are in complex 729	

with an HMA domain. Alternative AF models computed with the Custom MSA 730	

implementation that does not use PDB templates showed different conformations for 731	

this stretch of 20 residues, from totally unstructured (MAX01) to helical tendency 732	

(MAX02). Based on these AF calculations we could expect that when free, AVR-Pik 733	

effectors have a N-terminal extension alternating between different conformations but 734	

we cannot exclude that this extension, while not having canonical secondary 735	

structures, could participate to the overall stability of the AVR-Pik effectors. 736	

Truncation mutants may serve to validate this hypothesis, however mutations within 737	

or truncations of a priori unfolded protein regions may have deleterious effects not 738	

only on the structure stability, as shown for N-terminal truncations of AVR-PikD	739	

(pages 87-88 in ref. [49]) but also and more specifically on the overall folding process 740	

of the protein. Recently, we used HP-NMR (high Hydrostatic Pressure NMR) [50,51] 741	

to study the folding/unfolding of AVR-Pia, AVR-Pib [52] and MAX60 [53] . In the case 742	

of MAX60, we observed an early folding intermediate involving ß1, ß6 and the C-743	

terminal helix that is a specific extension of this MAX effector, and mutants lacking 744	
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this helix were not sufficiently stable to be purified. This demonstrates that the 745	

presence or absence of additional sequences outside the core can have profound 746	

impacts on the folding of these effectors.  747	

 748	

Concluding Remarks 749	

Beyond the scope of information derived from the primary sequence, structural 750	

information expands our understanding of biological processes at the atomic level. 751	

Moreover, the three-dimensional structures of the different partners can be indicative 752	

of the evolutionary pressure exerted on a biological system. This is far to be trivial 753	

especially in the case of sequence divergent effectors that are also found to form a 754	

significant structural family. The presented prediction pipeline, associated with 755	

modeling using AlphaFold already showed a successful prediction rate of MAX 756	

effectors of nearly 80%. The quality of these results has been proven by the 757	

experimental resolution of four new MAX effectors MAX28, MAX47, MAX60 and 758	

MAX67, which revealed the outstanding accuracy of the predictions when 759	

superimposed with their respective model, especially in the position and orientation 760	

of the side chains and secondary structures. A subset of 20% of the OG cluster 761	

sequences resulted in ambiguous models (unreliable or with major structural 762	

deviation of the expected MAX fold) pointing out the limits of de novo prediction on 763	

such divergent sequences. This emphasizes the significance of the experimental 764	

structural elucidation, which remains the key evidence even if known to be 765	

challenging and resource consuming. Nonetheless, structure modeling will provide 766	

solid foundations for the structure characterization or the study of interacting 767	

biological entities, when limited or no information at all is available. The surface 768	

stickiness mapping while not unambiguously informing of what could be the protein 769	
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interface on the MAX domain surface, which is in contact with the host target, may 770	

help to build hypothesis and to design plant biology experiments for validation. 771	

Linked to these predictive studies of interfaces between MAX effectors and their 772	

targets are new developments in Alphafold2, such as improved prediction of protein-773	

protein interactions [54] or screening of interactions between proteins [55]. 774	

 775	

The MAX family effector proteins provide an example where the core structural 776	

platform has the plasticity to adapt extensions constituting new potential interacting 777	

modules with target proteins. This structural variability within effector families is 778	

important for their functional diversity and adaptability. By adding extensions or new 779	

modules, effectors can acquire novel functionalities, interact with different host 780	

targets, or modulate different host immune responses.  781	

782	
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Materials and Methods 783	

Experimental Structures 784	

MAX28 Protein expression and purification.  785	

Protein expression and purification experimental details for MAX47, MAX60 786	

and MAX67 are available in [56] Lahfa et al. 2022. For MAX28 we followed 787	

essentially the same protocol than for the other MAX effectors for producing the 15N-788	

labelled NMR sample but the His6-tag was not cleaved to keep the protein soluble. 789	

Uniformly labeled 15N MAX28 was expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Invitrogen, 790	

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) from a homemade plasmid pDB-his-CCDB-791	

3C (courtesy of Frederic Allemand, CBS Montpellier, France). Protein expression 792	

was carried out in 15NH4Cl (1 g/l) enriched M9 medium. Cells were grown at 37 °C 793	

until reaching an OD600 = 0.8 and then, expression proceeded overnight at 30 °C 794	

after induction by addition of 0.3 mM IPTG. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, 795	

re-suspended in denaturing buffer (50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT 796	

(dithiothr.itol), 8 M urea, pH 8) and lysed by ultra-sonication. The supernatant 797	

containing the unfolded protein was applied to a HisTrap HP 5 ml affinity column 798	

(Cytiva, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany). The His6-tagged protein was eluted in 50 799	

mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 8 M urea, pH 8 with an imidazole gradient up to 800	

500 mM. At this step, MAX28 was directly dialyzed against 10 mM Na Phosphate, 2 801	

mM DTT, 150 mM NaCl, pH 6.8 buffer in order to remove imidazole and urea, 802	

allowing the refolding of the protein. The MAX28 samples were then concentrated 803	

using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter Devices (MW cutoff 3000 Da), (Merck Millipore, 804	

Burlington, USA) prior to size exclusion chromatography (SEC) using HiLoad 16/600 805	

Superdex 75 pg column (Cytiva). Fractions containing protein were pooled, 806	

concentrated to 0.4 mM and stored at −20°C. All NMR experiments were carried out 807	
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at 27°C on a Bruker Avance III 800 MHz or Bruker Avance III 700 MHz spectrometer, 808	

both equipped with 5 mm z-gradient TCI cryoprobe. NMR samples consisted on 809	

approximately 0.4 mM 15N-labeled protein dissolved in 10 mM Na-Phosphate buffer 810	

(pH 6.8) and 150 mM NaCl with 5% D2O for the lock.  811	

 812	

NMR Structure determination of MAX28, MAX47, MAX60 and MAX67.  813	

1H chemical shifts were directly referenced to the methyl resonance of DSS, while 814	

15N chemical shifts were referenced indirectly to the absolute 15N/1H frequency ratio. 815	

All NMR spectra were processed with Topspin 3.6 (Bruker) and analyzed with Cindy 816	

2.1 (Padilla, www.cbs.cnrs.fr). Assignments for MAX28, MAX47, MAX60 and MAX67 817	

have been deposited to and are available from the BMRB data bank under the 818	

accession entry 34782, 34731, 34730 and 34729, respectively.  819	

The NMR structures were determined from the NMR constraints listed in S4 Table 820	

that were obtained as follow. NOE cross-peaks identified on 3D [1H, 15N] NOESY-821	

HSQC (mixing time 150 ms) were assigned through automated NMR structure 822	

calculations with CYANA3 [57,58]. Hydrogen bond restraints were derived using 823	

standard criteria on the basis of the amide 1H / 2H exchange experiments and NOE 824	

data. When identified, the hydrogen bond was enforced using the following restraints: 825	

ranges of 1.8–2.0 Å for d(N-H,O), and 2.7–3.0 Å for d(N,O). Dihedral restraints were 826	

obtained from TALOS-N [59] analysis of backbone atom chemical shifts for MAX47, 827	

MAX60 and MAX67. For the final list of restraints, distance values redundant with 828	

covalent geometry were eliminated and disulfide bonds that were consistent with 829	

short distances between cysteine residues were added.  830	

A total of 200 three-dimensional structures were generated using the torsion angle 831	

dynamics protocol of CYANA3 from NOEs, hydrogen bonds and disulfide bond 832	
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restraints (S4 Table). The 20 best structures (based on the final target penalty 833	

function values) were minimized with CNS 1.2 according to the RECOORD procedure 834	

[60] and analyzed with PROCHECK [61]. The rmsds were calculated with MOLMOL 835	

[62]. All statistics are given in S4 Table. 836	

The structure coordinates have been deposited at the Protein Data Bank under the 837	

following accession codes: MAX28 (PDB_8C8A), MAX47 (PDB_7ZKD), MAX60 838	

(PDB_7ZK0), MAX67 (PDB_7ZJY),). 839	

 840	

TM-pred MAX models Web Table 841	

Homology models of each OG representative sequence relative to each 3D 842	

template were built using MODELLER v9.1 [63] with several alternative query-template 843	

threading alignments as described in [7]. The top-5 models were selected according 844	

to the TM-pred scoring function and are given in 845	

https://pat.cbs.cnrs.fr/magmax/model/ Web page. 846	

The Web table has the following columns: Group (OG cluster), Score (composite 847	

evaluation score of the best model -best scores are in red, worst are in blue-), Dfire, 848	

Goap, Qmean, E1D, E2D, E3D (individual evaluation scores of the best model), 849	

Alignment (aligned identifier sequences), Identifier (protein identifier of the orthologs 850	

prioritizing Oryzae infecting strains). Structural models and alignments are available 851	

by clicking on each OG cluster in the first column. A multiple sequence alignment of 852	

non-redundant orthologous proteins is displayed at the top of the page, starting with 853	

the modeled representative sequence. For each OG cluster given in [7] we further 854	

filtered out redundant sequences using CD-HIT [64] (S1 Table). The representative 855	

sequence of each OG cluster was determined to be the sequence sharing the 856	

highest sequence identity with a consensus sequence derived from the OG cluster 857	
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sequence alignment by MAFFT [65] (S2 Table). Signal peptide prediction before the 858	

cleaved residue (cs.SIGNALP41), mean hydrophobic index (ih.MEAN), sequence 859	

conservation (1D.CSRV), alternative alignments and model secondary structures 860	

(2d.STRIDE) are displayed below the sequence alignment. Sequence conservation 861	

scoring implemented in PAT [66] was calculated according to Sonnhammer and 862	

Hollich, 2005 [67] with a Gonnet matrix [68]. At the bottom of the page, the 5 best 863	

models can be displayed using different representations and color schemes. Models 864	

can also be downloaded in PDB format. 865	

 866	

Modeling by AlphaFold.   867	

For each OG representative sequence we computed three AF models differing 868	

by the way of building multiple sequence alignment (MSA). The MMseqs2 MSA was 869	

obtained from the MMseqs2 [69,70] web server as implemented in the ColabFold 870	

version of AlphaFold 2.0 [71]. We also used the version of AlphaFold 2.2.0 that builds 871	

MSAs by Jackhmmer on uniclust, mgnify and uniref90 databases. These two 872	

implementations use PDB templates. Finally, a Custom MSA was build from 873	

Muscle_v3.8.31 [72] by inserting (-profile option) the query sequence on top of a 874	

previously computed MSA, termed ß1ß4_MSA. The ß1ß4_MSA was build from a 875	

Muscle alignment of the OG sequences (S1 Table) by filtering out those having the 876	

two flanking cysteine residues in the ß1 and in the loop between ß4 and ß5 strands 877	

not correctly aligned to the 8 3D template sequences. The ß1ß4_MSA was further 878	

processed by truncating the sequences by eliminating residues (-2 included) before 879	

and (+2 included) after the first and last aligned cysteine residues, respectively, and 880	

filtering out for redundant sequences by CD-HIT, giving a total size of 247 aligned 881	

sequences (S6 Table). For each query, the consistency of the Custom MSA was 882	
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determined by checking the correct alignment of the cysteine residues in the query 883	

and in the appended ß1ß4_MSA. When consistent the Custom MSA was converted 884	

to a3m format by the reformat.pl script [73] and directly used as input in the 885	

ColabFold implementation of AlphaFold 2.0 calculations that was setup without the 886	

use of PDB templates. Custom MSAs could not be built for OG61 and OG62 from 887	

absence of cysteine residues in their primary sequences and were not consistent for 888	

OG15, OG27, OG71, OG81, OG85 and OG92.  889	

The quality of each model was assessed by the pLDDT overall score [74]. The 890	

correct MAX topology was verified by visual inspection (Pymol v.1.6 Delano 2002). 891	

For models having the MAX topology, a MAX pLDDT score that was an average 892	

score of residues in the MAX core domain (including residues from ß1 to ß6) was 893	

calculated. For each query, the best AF MAX model was selected when the MAX 894	

pLDDT score was above 60. 895	

 896	

Dali implementation and search 897	

A standalone implementation of DaliLite.v5 [75] was used for this work. For the 898	

all-to-all clustering by Dali we first discarded unstructured stretches in each model. 899	

For this, the structured domain of each model was defined by taking the STRIDE [76] 900	

output, and filtering for the first residue in the first and last residue in the last 901	

secondary structure (helix or strand), respectively (S7 Table). The model of MAX52 902	

was split in two chains A and B each containing a MAX domain. All these structured 903	

domains were used for clustering with Dali Z-scores excluding de-facto unresolved 904	

protein regions without loosing important structural information.  905	
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TM-align scoring and side-by-side plot with Dali Z-score tree. 906	

					The distance between each pair of AF models that were used for Dali 907	

clustering was estimated by the TM-score obtained from TM-align after pairwise 908	

model superposition. A classification tree was then inferred from these pairwise 909	

distances using FastME [77]. Finally, Fig 6 was obtained by joining identical models 910	

in the FastME tree and in the Dali tree, respectively, by a line of the same color. 911	

 912	

Surface properties of MAX core domains. 913	

A subset of 49 MAX effector AF models, each consisting of a MAX core 914	

domain and optional N- and/or C- unstructured extensions (S7 Table) was defined by 915	

discarding AF models having N- and/or C-terminal structured extensions (listed in the 916	

groups A to H in Table 1 and in S4 Fig). All MAX core domains of the 49 AF models 917	

were superimposed to the reference MoToxB structure with their ß1 strand vertically 918	

aligned to the Z Cartesian axe giving a reference frame for the Sanson-Flamsteed 2D 919	

projection computed using SURFMAP [31]. Their surface properties including 920	

stickiness and electrostatics (APBS) [78] were computed by SURFMAP and are given 921	

in S2 File. The temperature factor column of the PDB files was used to encode the 922	

color of the exposed surface of the six ß-strands, from 1 to 6, respectively. The sum 923	

of the surface stickiness positive values of each individual ß-strand was computed by 924	

filtering SURFMAP surface stickiness output and are reported in Fig 7D. The amino-925	

acid conservation scores given for each OG cluster to which belongs each 926	

representative MAX model were used to color encode the surface from white for high 927	

conservation score of 9, light blue colors for intermediate conservation scores (from 8 928	

to 6), sky-blue for low conservation score of 5 and darker blue colors indicating highly 929	

polymorphic positions with conservation scores of 4 and below. 930	
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 931	

  932	
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